# Customizing Open Educational Resources

A framework to aid in the creation or adaption of OERS.

## The Recipe

An overview of the ingredients -- the steps to follow.

### Ingredients

- Curators – the participants
- Project manager
- Course objectives
- OER to customize
- Schedule for project
- Software platform or space for editing
- Platform for sharing final content

### Pre-Production

1. Identify need and audience

2. Recruit participants and appoint Project Manager

3. Identify course objectives and select OER materials to use. Map objectives to OER

4. Consider format, platform, UDL and structure of text

5. Definition of roles. Who is responsible for what? Assign roles

6. Identify sections that need to be edited or replaced. Rewrite or find appropriate CC-licensed materials to embed

### Production

7. Identify software platform. Create or identify a template to use. Factor in step 4 considerations

8. Customize content. Writing, editing and finding new content. Seek out and use appropriate CC-licensed materials as appropriate

9. Create or locate supplementary resources for the new OER

### Post-production

11. Copyediting review

12. Layout review / UDL. Check for consistency with template and UDL principles

13. Check license status and citation of all CC materials. Create new copyright details page for resource

14. Hyperlink sections and glossary/ index

15. Publish/ Share the content

16. Declare project complete and release to audience
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